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Abstract: The mining of Shale gas demands for extreme sealing performance of casing, while the size of make-up torque will determine 
the initial sealing performance of casing. At present, there are seldom researches how the make-up torque affects casing threads 
connection strength and sealing performance. Based on the deformation compatibility principle of internal and external casing threads, 
derived a formula about load distribution of unusual casing thread after clicked; Established three-dimensional computational models of
TP-CQ, developed only by Tianjin, and API Buttress Casing; By computational analysis, obtained the best make-up torque of the two 
casings. Studied the stress and contact pressures distribution while casing threads are under composite loads (inner pressure, outer 
pressure, tension, bending); Drawn some stress and contact pressures distribution curve for this two casing after a lot of calculation, 
besides optimized selection of the corresponding depth of the casing. 
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1. Introduction 

As the hydrocarbon resources tend to be scarce, shale gas has 
become the focus on one of the world's new energy researches. 
It is of increasing importance for China to research and 
explore shale gas. CNPC, China National Petroleum 
Corporation, and Sinopec have been exploring actively in
southern Sichuan Basin and other. The single well production 
of Fuling, national demonstration zone of Sinopec, reached 
150,000 m3 / d on average in 2013.But there has been 
appearing a quantity of engineering problems on shale gas 
mining process. For example, borehole face stability of
argillutite layer is poor; Horizontal well has so complex 
wellbore that it is difficult to construct; Fracturing requires 
more strength of the production casing and high quality of
well-cementation; Some well completion is without high 
quality  well construction cycle is too long and with high 
cost. 

The Chinese scholars also have done a large of research about 
arising problem. Wang, et al, 2000，made gluing failure
analysis of API round thread casing connection; Guo, 2013,
put forward the casing gas tight detection principle; Wang, et
al, 2011，made researches on problem which China
confronted from in prospecting shale gas and pointed out the
relevant countermeasures; Yu, 2014, established a
two-dimensional plane strain model about casing failure of
shale gas fracturing process; Yang, 2012, construed the
centralized and tripping-in ability of shale gas well casing.

Currently here emerges another serious problem whether
Shale gas mining uses API pipe or unusual casing. API pipe
with secondary seal by threads grease can apply to some jobs
in shallow, while with the increasing of well depth or in
casing curvature, API pipe is no longer applicable. Unusual
casing has collar with sealing face and shoulder but API pipe
not, depicted in Figure1, which contributes to more
advantages than API pipe in some complex conditions. The
problem is that unusual casing will be more expensive than
API pipe by 300,000 per well, on average, which is a high
cost. To make the most benefits of the shale gas mining, how
we make a choice between the two casings?

Figure 1-(a): API pipe coupling 

Figure 1-(b): unusual casing coupling 

Figure 2: Force diagrams of unusual casing under preload

2. Make-Up Torque Affects Load Distribution 
of Unusual Casing Threads 

Preload will be applied by make-up torque to connect casing 
and collar before unusual casing is set to the bottom of well, 
the forces of internal and external threads shown in Figure 2.
Take a one-dimensional coordinate OX, whose origin is on
the large end of the external threads. Make the following 
assumptions, joint in the x-cross section is subjected to axial 
load F( x ), and load density along the x direction is f (x). 
Load in the x direction of joint section changes for the 
deformation of the threads, so that f (x) also shows the 
distribution of the load between the turns of the threads. Then 
equation can be obtained 

F( x ) = 
x

xxf
0

d）（
              (1) 

According to the assumption, the threads load at x is as
follows. 

Zx = F(x+P)- F(x) = 
P

d
x

x
xxf ）（

       (2) 

Where: P means pitch. 

Affected by the collar shoulder, the preload makes pin 
compressed. Decrement of Micro-P (in order to study the 
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thread, one thread can be regarded as a unit, then consider P 
small enough) is assumed to be Ppx. While box is stretched, 
whose elongation is assumed to be Pbx. 

Ppx= - pxEA
P


x

xxf
0

d）（
         (3) 

Pbx= bxEA
P


x
xxf

0
d）（

          (4) 

Where: E means Young's modulus, Apx and Abx represent 
x-sectional area of the pin joint and box joint, respectively.  

Since Micro-P is small enough, according to the definition of
the derivative, Eq. (2) can be converted into as follows: 

Zx= F(x+P) - F(x) = F (x) P = f（ x） P        (5) 

Similarly, the load acting on the threads at x + P can be
obtained. 

Zx+P= F(x+2P)- F(x+P) = f（ x+P） P           (6) 

Therefore, the load difference between x+P and x is as
follows: 

Zx=Zx+P- Zx = f（ x+P） P- f（ x） P= f（ x） P      (7) 

Assumed the flexibility of threads at x is Ux, deformation of
the threads when stand a unit load, and load acting on threads 
makes pitch of pin at x increased by Ptpx and pitch of box at
x reduced by Ptbx. Then, 

Ptpx = UxZx = Ux f（ x） P2                       (8) 

Ptbx = - UxZx = - Ux f（ x） P2                     (9) 

Pin and box emerge axial deformation after preloaded. 
However, both of them are meshed with each other, which 
makes pitch of box and pin always equal. That is to say, it is
necessary for box and pin to meet the above conditions, 
deformation compatibility, so that they can mesh together. 
According to this theory, the deformation compatibility 
equation of box and pin under preload after clicked can be
obtained. 

Ppx+Ptpx = Pbx + Ptbx                       (10) 

Make the Eq. (3), (4), (8) and (9) substitute in Eq. (10). The 
above formula rearranges: 

2PUxf （ x） - E
1

( pxA
1

+ bxA
1

) 
x

xxf
0

d）（
= 0 (11) 

Make assumptions: 

Vx= E
1

( pxA
1

+ bxA
1

),Wx= x

x

V
U

Where: Vx is the sum of flexibility of box and pin; 

Wx is the ratio of threads deformation flexibility to casing 
joint stretching flexibility. Take derivation of the right and left 
of Eq. (11), this formula rearranges: 

2PWx f （ x） + 2PWx f（ x） - f （ x） = 0     (12) 

Consider Wx and Wx with a little changes along x, therefore 
the Eq. (12) can be regarded as a second-order homogeneous 
linear differential equation with constant coefficients, whose 
solution forms is as follows: 

f （ x） = C1
e xr1

+C2
e xr2

           (13) 

Then: 
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Where: r1 and r2 are amounts about Wx. 

When x = 0, 
x

xxf
0

d）（
= 0.Substitute it into Eq. (11), 

can obtain a boundary conditions: 

0
）（ 




x
xf

= 0                   (14) 

There is another boundary condition: 


L

0
dxxf ）（

=Fm                          (15) 

Where: L is the length of threads engagement between box 
and pin; 

Fm is resultant of preload and support reaction of collar 
shoulder, that is, equivalent preload. Substitute Eq. (14) and 
(15) into Eq. (13), obtain the solution of it: 

C1 = ）（）（ 11 L2
1

L2
2

2
21
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C2 = - ）（）（ 11 L2
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2
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21 
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Therefore, the load distribution function along the x direction 
can be obtained, which is about box and pin affected by
make-up torque. 
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If consider Wx with a little changes, draw a conclusion: Wx

≈0.Then r1=-r2 = r, and Eq. (16) can be simplified: 

f（ x） =
LL rr

rxrx
m

ee
eerF
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       (17) 

Where: r = x

x

U
V
P2

;

f (x) is a hyperbolic cosine function. 

3. Finite Element Analysis 

3.1Make IUp 

Select casing joint as research object. Establish a reference 
point in an axial of end surface of casing, and couple this 
surface with the reference point. Moment and torque acted on
casing will be loaded on the reference point. Fix the screwless 
terminal of collar. Interactions adopt common contact.  

From the point of view of stress distribution, TP-CQ casing 
stress values along the threads direction of rotation decreases, 
and the max is in the last engagement thread of the small end 
of the casing. Select any one of the sections through the axis
（as Figure2）, this conclusion coincides with results of the
Eq. (17), which illustrate the correctness of the establishing
model.

Common API casing has no axial "resist the action" of collar
shoulder, whose threads generate more circumferential
interference than special casing under make-up, so that it has
a greater amount of deformation. According to the Figure 3,
conclusions can be drawn. Before the material yield has
occurred, under the same torque, common API casing has a
larger max stress than TP-CQ casing; API casing under
12KN.m torque, its max stress is 761MPa, while TP-CQ
casing under 17KN.m torque, his max stress is 760MPa
(material yield strength is 758MPa), all of which show that
TP-CQ casing has greater torsion strength than API casing.

Applied different torques, the best make-up torque of casing
can be obtained when Mises stress reaches 80% of the
material yield strength. Interpolating value to the curve of
Figure3, the best make-up torque of API is 9.23kN.m while of
TP-CQ is 14.31KN.m. Due to collar shoulder, the torsion
strength of casing improves by 55%.Regarding the max stress
of each turn of the threads as its stress, number the casing
threads from small to big end. Appling10kN.m torque to both
casings, the stress distribution curve of each thread turn can
be obtained, depicted in Figure4.

Figure4 shows that due to exists of collar shoulder, stress 
distribution of each thread turn of TP-CQ casing significantly 
different from API casing under the same torque. Stress of
API casing thread under torque is mainly in the first four 

threads turns. With the number increasing, its value reduces, 
which can be expressed as a “ramp curve”; while stress of
TP-CQ casing threads under torque can be considered as a 
“Basin-shaped curve”, whose last three threads turns also 
have some stress. Obviously, stress of API thread is larger 
than TP-CQ thread in the corresponding number of turns. 
When made up, TP-CQ casing precesses along the direction 
of threads, of which largest contact pressures appears on the 
threads before the end of casing reaches collar shoulder, API 
with similar situations. As the torque increases, the end of
casing and collar shoulder, sealing surface of casing and 
collar shoulder gradually contact but not emerge interference 
fit; as torque continues to increase, the contact pressures 
between them quickly increase and they become the largest 
region of the contact pressures; sealing effect of TP-CQ
casing mainly comes from the interference fit between 
sealing surface of casing and collar. The larger torque is, the 
larger interference is, and the greater the contact pressures are.
Size of make-up torque determines the initial contact 
pressures of casing. If too small, threads sealing performance 
can’t meet targets; if too large, it is prone to cause galling and 
threads failure. So when calculating, this two casings are both 
applied to the best make-up torque. After clicked, the contact 
pressures distribution of TP-CQ casing sealing surface from 
left to right is shown in Figure5. The max contact pressures of
this figure will determine the sealing performance of TP-CQ
casing. 

Figure 3: The max stress of casing threads after clicked

Figure 4: Stress distribution curve of each thread turn of both 
casings under 10kN.m torque
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Figure 5: The contact pressure distribution of the sealing 
surface

Figure 6: Example in this paper, vertical sectional view of 
shale gas wells

API casing relies on both sides of threads contact pressures
and grease to seal together. However, under high temperature
and pressure environments, threads grease is likely to be
volatile, degenerative and eroded so that API casing is not
applicable for deep and ultradeep well any more. The sealing
performance of TP-CQ casing depends on contact pressures
of sealing surface. But around the wellhead, with very large
axial tension, the magnitude of interference between end
surface of casing and collar shoulder, casing sealing surface
and collar sealing surface will be small. Even emerge
situation as mating surface separation. Then collar sealing
effect is reduced or lost. Therefore, using TP-CQ casing at the
wellhead is a waste, and it would not work as it is. Thus this
paper suggests using the two casings together. That is to say,
use API casing for shallow or around of the wellhead, while
use TP-CQ casing for large deep well. How to distinguish the
deep as small or large? The following will calculate the actual
working conditions to obtain depth range of “small or large”.

3.2 Different Cases of Casing Corresponding to Well 
Depth 

After clicked and set into well, casing is mainly affected by
axial tension, internal and external pressures, as well as
moment, at bent well section. 

Table 1: Working conditions corresponding to vertical 
segments 

Load

Depth

Axial 
tension/N

Internal
pressure 

/MPa

External 
pressure
/MPa

0 1.68106 26.16 0

500m 1.33106 26.99 10.29

1000m 9.82105 27.83 20.59

1500m 6.33105 28.70 30.88
Note: Working conditions in the table according to different 
depth of well are assumed as case 1, case 2…case 4. 

Table 2: Working conditions corresponding to curved 
segments 

Load
Depth
Vertical
depth

Axial 
tension/N

Internal
pressure 

/MPa

External 
pressure/MPa Curvature

1737m
1700m 4.91105 29.05 35.01 0.97

/30m
1980m
1900m 3.54105 29.40 39.12 4.39

/30m
2654m
2390m 1.25104 30.30 49.21 7.09

/30m
2769m
2408m 0 30.34 49.58 0

Note: Working conditions in the table according to different 
depth of well are assumed as case 5, case 6…case 8 

Figure 7: At vertical section, threads Mises stress distribution 
corresponding to the 4 cases 

Figure 8: At vertical section, threads contact pressures 
distribution corresponding to the 4 cases 

Generally, in addition to its self-weight, casing axial tension 
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consists of friction drag between tube skin of bending section 
and cement mantle, and residual stress after cemented. But, 
generally, only consider the self-weight in the calculation, 
while take the above other loads into consideration in the 
form of safety factors. 

When applied to axial tension, casing is attenuated and 
elongated, of which pitch diameter will be decreased. As for 
collar corresponding mating to casing, its cross-sectional 
areas of threads are larger than casing. Then the threads 
deformation of casing is smaller than collar. So affected by
axial tension, the gaps between thread root and crest will 
increase. In order to ensure sealing performance, only fill 
adequate grease into the gaps. 

External pressure is composed of drilling fluid pressures, 
cement slurry column pressures, fluid pressure of formation 
and side pressures of flowing formation etc. At the joints, 
only collar is directly affected by external pressure, which 
makes collar radial contraction but casing not. So threads of
collar and casing tightly fit together. Internal pressure of
casing string consists of some pressures, including drilling 
fluid, formation fluid, applied to when special operations, 
with similar function to external pressure. 

At the inclined segment, casing certainly produces bending 
deformation and threads will be affected by moment. Under 
moment, symmetry of stress change. The threads load 
distribution of tensile edges distinct from compressive edges, 
which affects thread sealing performance, not weaker than 
internal and external pressures. Adopt curvature to simulate 
the moment, whose value comes from logging data of
wellbore trajectory. 

In this paper, set the horizontal well, shown in Figure6, as an
example to discuss connection strength and sealing 
performance of the two casings. Select both 4 working 
conditions, depicted as Table 1and Table 2, of vertical and 
curved segments to analyze. 
Conclusions can be drawn from the working condition table. 
Axial tension decreases with well depth increasing: When 
depth is 0, at the wellhead, it has max value; internal pressure 
mainly generates from shale gas in the vertical direction, with 
little change, which increases with depth increasing; external 
pressure has the same change trend as internal pressure, 
however, more degree than internal pressure. At the wellhead, 
the external pressure is 0. While at bottom, its value reaches 
maximum. 

3.3 Results and Analysis 

In order to be convenient for recording and comparing, make 
an assumption that sealing surface of TP-CQ casing is
considered to be No.0 thread. At vertical section, under 
different working conditions of well depth, casing thread 
stress distribution shown in Figure7, and contact pressures is
shown in Figure 8. 

Observe separately the stress distribution of the two casings, 
some agreements can be reached. As for threads stress 
distribution of API casing, it’s expressed as "basin-shaped" 
curve. With the well depth increasing, stress on the same 
threads almost decreases and the max emerges in the "No. 1"

thread; As for TP-CQ casing, it is similar to API, but contrary 
to its sealing surface. Compare with the two distributions. 
Under case 1, threads stress of TP-CQ casing is larger than 
API. Under case 2, threads stress of TP-CQ casing is less than 
API，the same as case 3 and case 4. Under case 1, threads max
stress of TP-CQ casing is 684MPa, while API casing is
641MPa. It shows that in the vicinity of the wellhead, tensile
strength of TP-CQ casing is weaker than API casing，contrary
to other segments. It is because of the existence of collar
shoulder that the casing threads bear more axial compression.
With well depth increasing, the "shoulder effect for stress" is
weakened. However, due to reduction of axial tension, the
initial amount of interference resulting from make-up
increases, and makes the stress of the sealing surface
increase.

Figure 9: Under different case, the max stress of two casings 

a TP-CQ casing 

b API casing 
Figure 10: Case of casing fulcrum 

Figure 11: The contact pressures distribution about "No. 1" 
thread of API casing and "No. 0"thread of TP-CQ casing 

Table 3: Comparison of K and min contact pressures between 
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two casing threads
Case

Kinds of casing
Case

5
Case

6
Case

7
Case

8

API
casing

Min contact 
pressures /MPa 121 98 31 715

Internal pressures
/MPa 29.1 29.4 30.3 30.3

K 4.82 6.42 13.9 0

TP-CQ
casing

Min contact 
pressures /MPa 273 251 180 621

Internal pressures
/MPa 29.0 29.4 30.3 30.3

K 1.23 1.53 2.77 0

The smaller axial tension acts on the threads, the more 
obviously collar shoulder affects contact pressures. Figure8 
shows that under case 1 and 2, threads contact pressures of
API and TP-CQ are almost similar. As the depth increasing, 
contact pressures of TP-CQ casing threads increases 
significantly compared with API casing. Under case 1, 2, 3,
the contact pressures decrease in turn, but case 4 not. At this 
point, the impacts on the contact pressures of axial tension do
not dominant. Internal and external pressures of case 4 have 
advantages over case 3, so that internal pressure in
conjunction with external pressure makes contact pressures 
significantly increase. At vertical segment, contact pressures 
of TP-CQ sealing surface are not more than its threads, which 
illustrates that at this segment, sealing surface doesn’t woke 
sufficiently. 

At inclined segment, under bending moment, one side of 
casing suffers from pressures, and the other side suffers from 

tension, so that stress distribution of threads is not uneven, 
seriously affecting the connection strength and sealing 
performance of the casing. Under case5, 6 and 7, curvature of
casing gradually increases in order. Case 7 has the max 
curvature, and case 8 is the working condition close to the 
horizontal section. Here not discuss the distribution of stress 
on the threads. Whether connection failure happens or not is
determined by comparing the max stress with yield strength. 
At inclined segment, under these 4 cases, the max stress is
shown in Figure9. 

Two curves have the same trend，"arch-type". As for inclined 
segment working conditions, axial tension becomes more and 
more small, but curvature grows. Under case 7, with the max 
curvature, the max stress of two casing reaches maximum. 
Moments turn out to be of great influence on stress for casing. 
Clearly, under the same working conditions, the stress of
TP-CQ casing is smaller than API casing. The existence of
collar shoulder makes the end of TP-CQ casing constrained. 
As long as the end of casing surface, "No.0" thread, does not 
leave the collar shoulder, it can be considered as the fulcrum 
by the principle of leverage; API casing collar with no
shoulder, it is clearly that his fulcrum is the "No.1" thread, 
shown in Figure10. Under the same curvature, of course, the 
greater moment arm is, the smaller the force is. Finite 
element’s results show that at inclined segment, both max 
stress and max contact pressures of TP-CQ casing appear in
the "No.0" thread, while of API casing appear in "No.1" 
thread. 

Table 4: Selection of casing at different well depth

Well depth

Casing
0500m 500m150m 1500m1737m 1737m2654m 2654m2769m

API   

TP-CQ  

Select "No. 1" thread of API casing and "No. 0" thread of
TP-CQ casing to analyze. And apply polar coordinates to
express the contact pressures corresponding location, the 
circumferential degree represented threads in circumference 
and the radial value represented contact pressures, MPa, 
shown in Figure11. When subjected to bending moment, 
volume of casing’s compression side decreases, but stretching 
side increases. Therefore, the contact pressures are not
symmetrical with direction of the bending moment, but
"gourd-type". The ratio of stretching and compression area is
related to moment, borehole curvature. 

Under moment, it is obvious not that the greater contact 
pressures are, the better sealing effect is. Uniform contact 
pressures can uniformly disperse the leakage region, and 
greatly reduce the possibility of leakage. The uneven 
distribution of contact pressures will make the area with 
minimal contact pressures concentrated leak area. Under case 
5, 6, 7 in turn, the max contact pressures of the selected 
"thread" increases, while the min contact pressures reduces, 
which shows that the moment is larger , the gap between max 
and min contact pressures become larger.  

There is a formula to represent the relative span K, Gap, 
between the max and min contact pressures: 

K = x
xy 

=  1+ x
y

（yx0）

Where: y is the max contact pressures; x is the min contact
pressures; Value of K is a quantitative characterization of
rang that moment makes casing sealing performance decrease.
The larger its value is, the more obvious the effect of moment
is.

When y is constant, K is a hyperbolic about x. The smaller x 
is, the larger K is, K[0，+）. When x is constant, K is a
straight line about y. The larger y is, the larger K is, K[0，
+）.That is to say, when the max contact pressures are
constant, the smaller the min contact pressures are, the more
obviously casing sealing effect declines. When the min
contact pressures are constant, the larger the max contact
pressures are, the more obviously casing sealing effect
declines. Practical, on engineering, due to property
restrictions of materials, K will not grow indefinitely. K
reaches to a certain value, the sealing effect of casing rapidly
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decrease or even completely lose. K is too small to meet the
horizontal displacement of the gas wells; and too large to
meet connection and sealing effect, even fail. So must control
the value of K, and the fundamental problem lies in the
moment casing applied. When the min contact pressures can
meet the sealing requirement, of course, selecting a kind of
casing with smaller K benefits more. Analyzing Table 3,
under all cases, the min contact pressures are larger than the
internal pressure. Only under case 7, the min contact
pressures of API casing close to the internal pressure, this
case likely leak.

According to value of K, can know moment has the largest
effect on the sealing in case 7. Under case 7, the ratio of
contact pressures and internal pressure, sealing safety factor,
is minimal relative to other case. Case 7 turns out to be the
most dangerous case. Comparing with two casings, under
same the case, API casing has a larger K than TP-CQ casing.
Taking all the factors into consideration, a conclusion can be
drawn, there is a great moment applied, TP-CQ casing
obviously has advantages over API casing.

At bottom horizontal segment, casing mainly applied to
internal and external pressure, the contact pressures of API
casing is slightly larger than TP-CQ casing. However, at
bottom horizontal segment, Casing will face high temperature,
high pressure, and highly corrosive environments. Under
complex conditions, the ability to work of TP-CQ casing is
far stronger than API casing.

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, study how the make-up affects connection and 
sealing of two casings; comparatively analyze the connection 
strength and sealing performance between two casings, under 
different well depth respectively.

After clicked, the threads stress distribution of API casing 
differences from TP-CQ casing. Stress of TP-CQ casing is
mainly on former 4 threads, while API casing is mainly on
former and latter 3 threads. Size of make-up torque has a great 
impact on the connection and sealing. On the project, shall be
applied the best make-up torque for clicking. 

Around the wellhead, at 0500m well depth, connection 
strength of TP-CQ casing is weaker than API casing, but the 
sealing performance insignificant; at 500m1500m well 
depth, connection strength of TP-CQ casing is slightly larger 
than API casing, the same as sealing performance, with no
obvious advantage; at 1500m1737m well depth, casing 
beginning to suffer from bending moment, the curvature is
also very small, and internal and external pressure 
significantly enhance. TP-CQ casing, at this time, has little 
large advantages on connection and sealing, but API casing 
also applied to this well segment; at 1737m 2654m well 
depth, because of the bending moment, sealing performance 
of API casing cannot meet the requirements of sealing for 
shale gas; at 2654m 2796m well depth, Casing is almost on
horizontality, without bending moments and axial load. 
However, the bottom complex working environment will 
soon make API casing eroded, TP-CQ casing as the better 
choice; when both of two casings are applicable, will consider 

the cost. The final selections are summarized in Table 4.

These conclusions for casing selection of other shale gas well 
can also play a guiding role. That is to say, at small well depth, 
0500m, use API casing; at light bending segment, it is
necessary to compare with ratio of performance and price 
between two casings; in this paper, at 1500m~1737m well 
depth, performance advantages of TP-CQ casing is clearly 
insufficient to cover its cost; when at the large moment 
segment, should use TP-CQ casing; in the bottom of the well, 
also select TP-CQ casing. 
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